Abstract-This paper introduces an incremental validation method for knowledge-based systems (KBSs) based on a lifecycle model of system development. Although many validation methods have been proposed for KBSs, there remains a need for an incremental validation method based on a lifecycle model. Lifecycle models provide a formal framework for the developer that can be highly beneficial for the validation process. CommonKADS is the most commonly accepted of such lifecycle models. It offers a de facto standard for building KBSs. Moreover, the incremental validation method introduced in this paper is based on case testing and provides strict guidelines to selecting a set of test cases to validate the system. Most importantly, this validation method makes use of results of prior test cases to guide the use of later test cases in subsequent development iterations. This facilitates the definition of an efficient set of test cases that provides effective system coverage. The proposed incremental validation method is evaluated, and the results are reported.
I. INTRODUCTION TO LIFECYCLE MODELS

B
UILDING SOFTWARE should be a structured and welldefined process. Lifecycle models can help in building software systems by controlling the software development process. According to Sommerville [1] , some of the best known and most widely used lifecycle models include the waterfall model, the spiral model, the evolutionary development model, the reuse-oriented model, the incremental development model, and Agile development (including Extreme programming, Crystal, Lean software development, and SCRUM) [2] - [4] .
One stage that all software engineering lifecycle models have in common is the need for validation and verification. Validation and verification are different processes and have distinct goals and approaches [5] - [9] . It has been reported that the cost of fixing errors in the code intensely increases when done late in the development phase [7] , [10] . Incremental lifecycle validation, therefore, is a process that seeks to find errors as early as possible by evaluating the validity of a software system throughout its development process, rather than at the end. Phases of this validation process are done incrementally, and in lockstep with the phases of the software development process prescribed by the lifecycle model used. While V&V for conventional software serves as the backdrop for our discussion, the research described here targets a specific class of software: knowledge-based systems (KBSs). KBSs are different from conventional software because of their reliance on knowledge. KBSs separate the knowledge from how it is used in order to achieve maximum reusability of their inference mechanism, which manipulates the problem-specific knowledge to arrive at solutions. Inference mechanisms are usually commercial-offthe-shelf systems that (presumably) have already been validated by their vendors. The knowledge base is application specific and typically elicited from an expert who is knowledgeable in the application domain. KBSs also differ from conventional software in that they use heuristic rather than algorithmic approaches for problem solving. Because of these differences, therefore, lifecycle processes for conventional software do not generally apply to KBSs.
A. KBS Lifecycle Models
A clear-cut standard lifecycle model to build KBSs is still emerging. Researchers have tried to embed KBS development steps into some conventional software lifecycle models. Lee et al. [11] incorporated KBS development phases into the spiral model. Conversely, several lifecycle models have been developed specifically for KBSs. The objective has been to provide a formal, structured, and well-defined approach to the development of KBSs. Common examples of such lifecycle models for KBSs are DESIRE, the knowledge-based systems development life cycle (KBSDLC), generic tasks, knowledge acquisition and design support (KADS), and CommonKADS. These models are briefly discussed next. DESIRE (framework for Design and Specification of Interacting Reasoning components) is a group of explicit models used to represent the knowledge, interaction, and coordination of complex tasks and reasoning capabilities in agent systems [12] .
KBSDLC is a sequential development model for prototyping KBSs [13] . It is a helpful model, but arguably oversimplifies the development process.
Generic tasks [14] incorporates high-level building blocks for system development. It defines the system, the organization, and the users interacting with the system as objects. However, it is not specifically dedicated to KBSs.
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CommonKADS [16] is a far more comprehensive and detailed version of KADS. It represents the organization, the users, their communication, and many other necessary aspects of a KBS application. Six CommonKADS models are categorized into three groups: 1) context models, consisting of organization model, task model, and agent model; 2) concept models, consisting of a knowledge/expertise model and a communication model (CM); 3) an artifact model, consisting of the design model (DM).
The outputs of the CommonKADS process are: 1. CommonKADS model documentation in the form of completed templates that represent the important aspects of the delivered knowledge-based application system; 2. additional documentation that contains information not represented in the filled model templates (e.g., project management information and UML diagrams); 3. the KBS software itself [16] . Not all models need to be constructed for every system built with CommonKADS. It depends on the complexity and goals of the specific application.
A brief discussion of validation in KBS is warranted.
B. Validation of KBSs
KBS development is a multistep process where major increments are made to the system at every step of the way. Therefore, several researchers [11] , [17] - [19] have agreed that incorporating the validation process within the KBS development lifecycle is vital. O'Keefe et al. [17] concluded that "We should build validation into the development cycle." Lee et al. [11] also suggested that validation is better when performed incrementally (spiral iterations) to avoid late risks and unfixable problems. However, haphazardly validating every module or every step in the development process can become difficult to manage if validation is not strongly integrated within the development process. Vermesan and Hogberg [19] developed a system and a tool that evaluates validation methods for conventional software and checks their applicability to specific KBSs. Their framework accepts a validation method as an input and produces a method oriented to KBSs as an output. However, applying methods developed for conventional software to KBSs is not straightforward. Moreover, no significant results were reported by the authors.
Wells [20] has analyzed the problem from different points of view. He defined a generic lifecycle independent method called VIVA that consists of two parts: a set of productions that describe the system, and a set of steps to show how the productions can be used to validate the system. VIVA requires significant manual effort to tune it to a specific lifecycle model used.
In summary, many prior attempts to integrate validation methods within KBS lifecycle models failed because of their difficulty of implementation in practice. This was primarily because knowledge engineers (KEs) generally prefer simpler validation methods. A well-defined lifecycle model for validation that is tightly integrated into a highly structured development process can overcome the prior problems.
II. SELECTION OF COMMONKADS
CommonKADS was selected as the KBS lifecycle model into which to integrate the presented validation method. This section discusses why CommonKADS was chosen.
First, CommonKADS pays particular attention to knowledge representation and domain requirements in a highly formal way. It specifically defines a model for each of these. DESIRE, a considered alternative to CommonKADS, pays little attention to these important issues while viewing the system as a series of interacting pieces (objects). DESIRE, on the other hand, because of its view of the system as interacting objects, is not consistent with general-purpose specification languages such as Z [21] , [22] . Therefore, validation was not deemed to be easily built into the DESIRE lifecycle model. Second, CommonKADS is useful for both large and small systems [21] . KBSDLC (another considered alternative) is effective for small KBSs and prototypes only, but not for large operational systems [23] . Furthermore, while validation has already been included in KBSDLC, significant success in validating KBSs has not been shown. As Weitzel and Kerscheberg [13] stated, validation in KBSDLC requires a large number of test cases, which is not efficient and often incomplete. Therefore, validation in KBSDLC was deemed ineffective and insufficient.
Third, CommonKADS addresses knowledge elicitation and representation, offers support for organizational issues, and represents the tasks of the system. Generic tasks, our third considered alternative, does none of the above. Because of its building block structure, Generic tasks implies the use of subsystem validation, which makes integration testing a must. Furthermore, it is not sufficiently flexible for integrating a validation method.
Fourth, it is also important to mention in this paper that many specialized development models have been introduced based on CommonKADS. Introduced during the mid-1990s, modelbased and incremental knowledge engineering (MIKE) is a general model that can be used for any domain [24] . MIKE does not have a validation or verification process embedded within it. PROFORMA was developed as a model for building clinical expert systems [25] . Because of its special-purpose nature, it was not deemed as useful as integrating our validation method within the more general CommonKADS. Multi-agent systemsCommonKADS also uses the CommonKADS models as part of its development cycle [26] . It is dedicated for multiagent systems and, thus, not as general as CommonKADS itself.
Tools have been developed to help implement CommonKADS. Examples are Model-K and OMOS [22] . The development of these and other tools reflects the general acceptance of CommonKADS. Conceptual modeling languages have been introduced to support CommonKADS representation formally, such as ML 2 , VITAL, and FORKADS [27] . Lastly, CommonKADS is the most used KBS lifecycle model and is the most accepted [16] , [22] , [26] , [27] . CommonKADS has been used to develop applications in many domains, such as medical and management systems, in industry, as well as in academia. The comprehensive, formal, and highly structured nature of CommonKADS provides the best foundation for our work. CommonKADS does not currently have a built-in validation process and does not guide the developer on how to perform validation. Our work leverages the established, formal, and highly structured process of CommonKADS and completes it by providing it with an integrated validation method, making a symbiotic relationship between CommonKADS and our incremental validation process that we call Method for semi-Automated Validation Embedded into the Reusable and Incremental CommonKADS (MAVERICK).
III. MAVERICK
The incremental validation method presented is called MAVERICK. MAVERICK uses a test case validation approach. It creates test cases based on the CommonKADS models, embeds validation into its models as they are built, and selects a subset of these test cases for execution. MAVERICK consists of three main phases: 1) test case creation; 2) inspection validation, and 3) context-based test case reduction (CBTCR). The first two parts are based on CommonKADS; test cases are created by the tester based on the CommonKADS models and on the guidelines provided by MAVERICK. Inspection validation is also a manual process performed by the expert and the KE, and is embedded into CommonKADS. Inspection validation consists of two steps, namely, analysis validation and design validation. CBTCR is a semiautomated process performed iteratively using the CBTCR tool.
Because CommonKADS is a lifecycle model, the results of this MAVERICK validation method are measured based on the CommonKADS models. This is done through a model weight (MW) variable. Each model will have a validity level. Traditionally, creation of test cases and their subsequent reduction has been done just once, usually before validation starts. In MAVERICK, a dynamic test case reduction process is implemented that provides coverage for the KBS being validated while reducing the number of test cases that are executed. We claim that MAVERICK creates an appropriate set of test cases because the test cases are created from the model's worksheets and UML diagrams. In CommonKADS, all the knowledge, the information needed to build the system, and everything used in the system are defined within the six models and their components. This means that test coverage in MAVERICK is addressed directly through CommonKADS and its models.
In MAVERICK, test case reduction is based on previous validation results. The importance of each test case either increases or decreases based on the outcome of executing them in prior iterations. This is presented in two variables, i.e., local importance (LI) and global importance (GI).
The main steps of MAVERICK are as follows. 3. Analysis Validation: This is the first step in inspection validation. In CommonKADS, the analysis phase is complete after building the first five models: organization, task, agent, communication, and knowledge, as these represent all the requirements of the system. This informal process takes place after these first five models are defined, and serves to provide a basis of correctness before continuing the development toward the DM. It checks for conflicting requirements, missing aspects in the analysis, and any ambiguities. This process is performed by the experts and the KE manually on all the documents and diagrams defined so far. 4. Design Test Case Creation: Test cases are created from the DM in this step. This is the last step for test case creation. 5. Design Validation: Design validation inspects the class diagrams for DM1 to check the initial design. DM1 represents the structure of the entire system. Steps 3) and 5) together compose inspection validation. This is the second and last step of inspection validation and is performed before the implementation of the KBS begins. 6. Spiral System Implementation and Validation: Implementation of the KBS is performed iteratively. While iterating, system development proceeds and validation is performed at every iteration. Test cases are selected and executed in every iteration by the CBTCR algorithm described later in this section. Fig. 1 shows the general approach toward performing incremental validation within the CommonKADS steps. The black rectangles represent the CommonKADS models and the gray rectangles represent MAVERICK.
A. Test Case Creation in MAVERICK
The test case creation process starts early while defining the organization model. Familiarity with the CommonKADS nomenclature is helpful to best understand this following discussion. The worksheets mentioned are standard worksheets used in CommonKADS. Refer to [16] for this information. The first worksheet from which to create cases is OM3-the process breakdown sheet-thus making it the most important worksheet for test case creation in the organization model. All processes in OM3 break down into the task model for more details. In OM3, a relation between the following three models is established: task, agent, and knowledge. Each task is defined by who is performing it and what part of knowledge is needed for it. Each of these relations is transformed into a test case.
Every instance where a task requires access to the knowledge is represented as one test case, and every instance where the agent requires access to a certain task is represented as another test case. Such test cases reflect where knowledge should be allocated in the system and how an agent can access them. OM3 does not deal with the core of the task or the knowledge. That is the responsibility of the task model and KM. Test cases from OM3 strictly test the availability of the knowledge and the tasks to the agents. The following example demonstrates how a test case created from OM3 can appear.
Task 1 is performed by "Paul," and documents 1 and 2 are needed for this task. When the system is built, a test case would be necessary to check the availability of the needed documents when this task is performed by Paul. The test case for this specification is the following: OM2 has a "culture and power" part in the worksheet that pertains to social issues, political constraints, and rules of thumbs at the organization. This part does not apply to many organizations, but in cases where it is necessary, then there should also be test cases to cover every point in this part of the worksheet. The "culture and power" section is a bulleted list; each bullet should be considered for a test case. For instance, when a certain document needs approval from a specific person, there should be a test case to ensure that this is reflected in the system. OM1 and OM4 are used to introduce the KE to organizations, their assets, departments, and structure. They are purely descriptive in nature, and nothing from OM1 and OM4 is used in the KBS. Therefore, no test cases are created from these.
An important document from which test cases are to be created is the worksheet TM1. In this worksheet, each task needs a number of test cases. In the task model, each task has a number of elements defined in the worksheet. These elements are used as parts in the test case based on the following guidelines:
1) The inputs of the test case are from the dependence and flow section. In this section, the input objects and the output objects are defined, which are transformed into the input variables and the test setup values of the test case. 2) In the expected output part of the test case format, the quality and performance part of the worksheet is copied into the test case. The quality and performance part in the worksheet deals with the expected outcome of the task; this would be the criteria for the test case failure or success. 3) Furthermore, in TM1, one part contains the preconditions and postconditions of the task. A test case should be defined for each condition. In the previous test case 1: condition: opening an account requires a deposit of $200.
TM2 pertains to making the KE familiar with assigning tasks to knowledge. It is also descriptive in nature and no test cases are created from it. Knowledge test cases are created later from the KM.
KM1 is a central worksheet for test case creation as it defines important parts of the knowledge. In KM, the KE represents the domain requirements in the domain schemas. Every object in the domain schema is represented by a test case. In KM1, an important part is the "scenarios" section; all scenarios related to a certain part of the knowledge are introduced. Other parts in this worksheet include a glossary of terms, the elicitation material, and other sections that are not transformed into the KBS. The following example shows what a test case created from KM1 looks like. It is an example of a scenario and a test case: Employee "Dave" needs knowledge about credit card overdraft fees to answer a bank client's question. Worksheet AM1 defines the agents' use of the system. Test cases created from this worksheet are related to security, roles, and accesses. KM is critical in CommonKADS as it is transformed to represent the knowledge base. The inference structure and the domain schemas of the KM provide the set of test cases to validate the knowledge. The inferences and the transfer functions are parts of the inference structure; each instance of them is transformed into a test case to be used in MAVERCK. CM defines the interaction between the tasks, the agents, and the system. CM1 and CM2 are used for test case creation, as both of these worksheet components are built into the targeted KBS. In CM1, each constraint in the constraints section is converted into a test case (refer to test case 1 for an example) and the agents involved in this test case (refer to test case 2 for an example). CM2 defines the contents of the communication messages and the control over the messages. Each transaction needs to be tested using at least one test case. In CM, all the information exchange, message sending, and processes between agents are represented in a pseudocode syntax defined specifically for CommonKADS. For each pseudoconstruct, a test case should be defined. If the construct presents a receive operation, the test case should reproduce that operation and check whether it is performed correctly. The following example demonstrates how a test case created from CM looks.
A message for a new loan is to be sent from the teller "Adam" to the management department employee "Larry," indicating that a new loan is granted to a client. The message has the following construct: SEND transaction 1 ( The dialogue diagram in CM is used to test the sequence of the tasks performed by the system and the agents. Additionally, the DM in CommonKADS represents the initial design of the targeted system. The DM2, DM3, and DM4 worksheets help the KE select the hardware platform, software platform, and all technical issues related with building the system. Worksheets DM2, DM3, and DM4 are not used for test case creation. The real system design is found in DM1, where all the subsystems are defined. Test case creation from this worksheet targets the integration of those subsystems. Relations among the subsystems are reflected by communication between the subsystems and the tasks sequencing among subsystems. In all subsystems, the domain specifications are introduced in the organizational, task, and agent models. The functional specifications are presented in KM and CM.
Using the test case creation guidelines defined in this section, all the aspects of the models are covered, and test cases are generated from all the entities included in the targeted system. Nevertheless, different systems are defined within different domains and with different specifications. The created test cases introduced here strictly fit the CommonKADS models and their contents. CommonKADS is a generic set of models; therefore, the guidelines presented in this section need to be generic too. The KE is encouraged to define more test cases if they are deemed necessary by him/her or by the expert in any phase before development starts. Although this is dependent on human judgment factors, it is important because of the dynamic nature of software development. However, it is not a fixed step of MAVERICK, and it is not encouraged that we assume it as compulsory whatsoever. The next section introduces the inspection validation phase.
B. Inspection Validation
Inspection validation is informal in nature and could be simply considered as a sanity check for the design and the outcome of the models and their test cases. It is performed by the expert to identify the presence of major problems in the models, and if none is found, system implementation can begin. It consists of two parts: 1) analysis validation, which is performed after the definition of the first five models; 2) design validation, which is performed after the definition of DM. Design validation and analysis validation in steps 3 and 5 of MAVERICK are performed by inspecting the worksheets and diagrams defined in CommonKADS. Mostly, the two concept models (KM and CM) contribute to the final KBS more than the first three context models. Although the abstract nature of the context models does not support the idea of validation, analysis validation also examines the context models, along with the concept models.
Because the worksheets are developed by the KE, in inspection validation, the expert reviews the models for any errors. The KE might have understood some aspect of the organization or the tasks incorrectly and represented it mistakenly in the models' worksheets or diagrams. The expert's role here is to manually check the worksheets' contents and adjust the worksheets with the KE if any mistakes are found.
Inspecting diagrams is an efficient technique to see the "big picture" of a CommonKADS model. Therefore, a number of UML diagrams can be manually inspected by the expert. For analysis validation, the UML diagrams inspected are the activity diagrams of OM3 and TM1, the class diagrams of TM1 and KM, the state diagram of CM, and the use case diagram of AM. For design validation, one class diagram is inspected, DM1, which checks all the design decisions before the real implementation. The guidelines for performing inspection validation are as follows.
1) Inspect the organization, task, and agent worksheets. 2) Inspect the knowledge and communication worksheets to ensure their consistency/similarity with the first three models. 3) Inspect the knowledge inferences and diagrams. 4) Inspect the UML diagrams to ensure that they are consistent with the worksheets. 5) Inspect the CM constructs to ensure consistency with the CM worksheets. 6) Inspect the design of the system in DM. 7) Inspect the test cases for problems, gaps, or redundancies.
Test case reduction is a key aspect of MAVERICK. This is discussed next.
C. CBTCR
The idea of testing every input to the system is impossible to implement in most cases. It is not feasible to run all the test cases on the system, particularly when some of these may not be even physically possible in the real world. Abel et al. [28] use formal approaches to reduce the number of test cases. They argued that if a KBS is tested exhaustively and every test case is proven to work correctly, the KBS could be guaranteed to be valid. They then sought to preempt the need for an exhaustive set of test cases by creating a functionally exhaustive one that eliminates test cases that are functionally redundant or physically impossible. They call this the quasi-exhaustive set of test cases (QEST). They assume that if all the test cases in the QEST are executed correctly, then it is equivalent to validation through exhaustive testing. A year later, Abel et al. [29] criticized their own QEST, stating that it still might be impractical because of its large cardinality. They introduced another method to further reduce the number of test cases. This method proposes a criterion-driven reduction of test cases to generate a reasonable set of test cases (ReST). A set of criteria defines how well the KBS should perform for it to be considered valid. This requires looking at different criteria: domain related, user related, and expert related. This method ensures the reduction of test cases, from the QEST, but it does not guarantee validity, as did the QEST. Nevertheless, test case reduction is still a static process, performed just once before execution of test cases begins after the development process.
MAVERICK, however, introduces a dynamic test case reduction process that provides coverage for the KBS while reducing the number of test cases. Test case reduction is based on the results of executing test cases from previous iterations. Dependence: CommonKADS models are dependent upon each other; thus, test cases created from these models inherit this attribute. For instance, items in the task model depend on those items in the organization model. The dependence level is assigned by the KE for each test case. Dependence is assigned a value between 1 (lowest dependence) and 5 (highest dependence).
Domain importance: A test case represents a certain function in the system. Some test cases have high importance because of their representation of certain important functionality within the domain. Other test cases with less importance represent functions that are not highly related to the domain. Domain importance (1-5) is set manually by the KE in consultation with the expert(s).
Criticality: Some tasks in a KBS may be more important than others. Tasks (and, thus, test cases) with more criticality to the overall process have higher importance. This value (1-5) is also set manually by the KE in consultation with the expert(s).
Occurrence: Some procedures occur more frequently than others. This variable (1-5) reflects the frequency of a task occurrence in the system. This is also set manually by the KE in consultation with the expert(s).
These four attributes are influenced by the structure of CommonKADS. The dependence is part of the core philosophy of CommonKADS and the criticality is defined in the worksheets as "significance." The organization model reflects the domain and its important parts, and occurrences are derived from tasks. For each test case, the average of these four variables is the LI LI = Avg. of (dependence, domain importance, criticality, occurrence).
2) N Attribute:
N is the number of test cases selected for execution and analysis during each iteration. The value for N can be chosen by the KE, possibly in consultation with the expert(s). Nevertheless, MAVERICK provides a recommendation for N through the CBTCR tool. In most cases, the number of test cases (N ) increases with the size of the KBS. N is based on the following three factors.
1) The number of rules in the system reflects the size of the knowledge base.
2) The number of test cases is generally more than the number of rules in any project because any rule needs one or more test cases to validate it. 3) Project size could be measured in many ways, including counting the number of lines of code or the number or cases in a use case diagram. In MAVERICK, the project size is measured by counting the number of modules in the CommonKADS DM.
N clearly needs to be less than or equal to the total number of all created test cases (hence, test case reduction) and possibly more than the number of modules of the system (to ensure running more than one test case per module). The difference between the number of test cases and rules is calculated first. This difference is divided by the number of modules of the system from DM (project size); the outcome would present a sensible value that is more than the number of rules and more than the number of modules of the system yet less than the number of test cases. This way, N is always proportional to those three values and presents a practical number of test cases that correlates well with the effort of the system's development. However, there is no conceptual basis to this determination of N , only trial and error. The formula for N is (Number of test cases -Number of rules)/Project size.
3) Other Attributes Used in MAVERICK:
MW: MW reflects the assurance level of the CommonKADS model. It is a measure of how valid the model representation in the system is as a result of the iterative validation process. Every CommonKADS model is assigned a weight after each iteration of validation. The MW values range between 1 and 10. Initially, all the models have the same weight (MW = 5). However, when the development starts, MWs will change based on the outcomes of the test cases after every iteration. MW could be set to any default value before the first iteration, but we selected 5 as it is the midpoint from 0 to 10 after the first validation iteration; the KE has no control over the MW-it is computed by MAVERICK as a function of previous validation results. When the assurance of all models reaches 10 (100%) and implementation is done, validation is considered complete.
GI: This variable is used to define the importance of any test case within the global set of test cases. For example, two test cases #10 and #50 are abstractly defined. Test case #10 (T10) has LI = 5 in the DM with MW = 3. Test case #50 (T50) has LI = 2 in the task model with MW = 8. The GI effect on selecting test cases is that although T10 has higher LI than T50, T50 is selected for execution before T10. This is because T10 has GI: 5 * 3 = 15, and T50 has GI: 2 * 8 = 16. Therefore, by comparing the GI for T50 and T10, T50 is greater and thus selected before T10.
These variables are used for test case reduction. The steps for CBTCR are presented in the next section.
4) CBTCR Process:
The steps of CBTCR that compose the validation of a system built on CommonKADS are presented next. This algorithm is built into the CBTCR tool. The pseudocode for CBTCR is: The console serves as a documentation tool. Everything is displayed here and then saved to a file. Panel 6 is only informational in nature. The KE can input the system and tester information. This information is displayed on the console when it is saved. The JAVA CBTCR tool is available for research purposes upon request to the authors.
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The nature of every CBTCR step in the tool (whether it is manual or automated) is indicated in the following list of detailed steps.
1) Assign LI for each test case (manual).
2) Set the size of test case subset: N based on the criteria discussed previously (automated). 3) Set all models' weights/assurance to 5 (automated). 4 . Flag test cases that are affected by the refinements (to ensure that they get selected again). Select different test cases and go to the next iteration (automated). 13) Refine the system. This might lead to adding new rules, deleting rules, and adding new test cases. This step is performed by the KE in a manual fashion (manual). 14) Go back to step 6 or stop if assurance of all models equals to 10 (automated).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF MAVERICK
The effectiveness of MAVERICK was evaluated. As a test bed for the experiments, a housing assignment KBS application was developed using CommonKADS. This rule-based housing assignment KBS is described in depth in Chapter 10 of Schreiber et al. CommonKADS book [16] as a case study. It is for use by the Dutch government to assign apartments to citizens who apply for one. This process is called residence distribution, and citizens who want an apartment must apply to be a potential applicant. See [16] for details. The housing assignment KBS automates the applicants' assessment process. Inputs to this system include data about the applicant and the residences. The output is a set of residence assignments for the applicant. The KBS communicates with two other systems, a database that contains information about the applicants, and a program that computes a list that ranks the applicants for every residence in order of priority. The knowledge base contains the rules that govern the assignments. The housing assignment KBS was built iteratively using the CommonKADS lifecycle model as part of this paper, and then validated by the authors through MAVERICK. The first step was to build the CommonKADS models and create the test cases. In total, 188 test cases were created. The test cases and models are too extensive to be displayed in this paper. Please refer to [30] for details on the models and test cases developed.
Two experiments were performed to evaluate MAVERICK. Experiment 1 was a preliminary evaluation composed of a set of tests carried out by the researcher (the first author of this paper). Experiment 2 involved largely the same process but was conducted with seven objective human test subjects.
A. System Validity Before Error Insertion
It was essential to ensure that the base housing assignment KBS was valid and clear from errors before inserting the errors of Experiments 1 and 2. The worksheets and the diagrams introduced in the system were all based on a solid benchmark: the worksheets and content from the original housing assignment KBS taken from the CommonKADS book [16] . Moreover, the CommonKADS models were carefully checked manually by the researcher in the process of inspection validation to ensure their correct representation of the system. The housing assignment KBS was built based on the worksheets found in [16] . While developing the system, each transition was carefully checked, and all the related test cases were created manually and executed by the CBTCR tool. As a result, all the created test cases were executed on the system in multiple iterations. With many other systems, the number of test cases might reach thousands, which would make it virtually impossible to execute and evaluate them all [6] . Executing all the 188 test cases made a practical case because of their relatively low number. After executing all test cases, no errors were found in the base housing assignment KBS.
B. Experiment #1: Detection of Errors Seeded by the Developer
The purpose of this experiment was to measure the ability of the MAVERICK validation method to capture different types of errors in the system at different stages of development. We note that inspection validation was not performed as part of this evaluation because this evaluation aims only to measure the capability of CBTCR in detecting errors. This is the salient point of MAVERICK.
1) Experiment #1-Experimental Setup:
To comprehensively test this system, errors were seeded at different points in the development. The first phase of the evaluation involved errors inserted by the researcher himself into the system. These were in four categories.
1) Errors inserted in the worksheets: These are errors made in representing the domain and then in defining the problem in the worksheets. 2) Errors inserted in the diagrams: These errors relate to seeding wrong representations of the real world in UML and DFD diagrams.
3) Errors inserted in the design: These errors relate to the DM. 4) Errors inserted in implementation and knowledge base:
inconsistencies in the implementation of the worksheets into code-modifying the code so it does not reflect requirements. Additionally, this includes errors in the knowledge that do not reflect real-world knowledge. Twenty errors were inserted in these four categories.
2) Experiment #1-Procedure: Upon completing its validation, the base version of the housing assignment KBS and its models were purposely modified with incorrect code/knowledge. The CBTCR tool selected N = 25 test cases based on the CBTCR algorithm. During every iteration, the values of LI, GI, and MW result in change for each test case. Test cases are flagged and sorted accordingly. The result of a test case is either 0 (failed), 1 (succeeded), or 2 (not executed). After the test cases are sorted based on GI, the first 25 test cases are selected by the tool. Eighteen (18) of the 20 inserted errors were correctly detected at different iterations and through different test cases. This indicates a failure rate of 10% where MAVERICK was not able to detect an existing error. It is worth mentioning that the two undetected errors were seeded into the diagrams. These errors were not found in the diagrams and were not directly reflected into the system rules. All errors seeded into the knowledge base were detected. The errors were inserted using the Java Eclipse platform.
The code files were opened and the code was manually modified. After the 20 errors were inserted, the CBTCR tool is used to select test cases for every validation iteration. Test cases were manually executed on the system to detect these errors. Errors are detected using the set of test cases. In the test case format, each test case includes an "expected result" and a "system result." If the system's result is different from the expected result after executing a test case, this indicates an error in the system. See [30] for a detailed description of each error seeded.
Each test case is designed to test a very specific location in the KBS. Each of the CommonKADS models is visible in the design of the system and, therefore, visible in the implementation. Having created the test cases from these models and because each test case is associated with a model, it is easy to determine the location of the error in the system. Results for this set of experiments are found in Table I and the next subsection.
3) Experiment #1-Results: The 20 researcher-seeded errors were found by MAVERICK and the results are listed in Table I . Five iterations were needed to identify the errors. Test cases' IDs generated by CBTCR for these iterations were as follows:
1) iteration #1: 16, 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26, 27, 34, 35, 36 
C. Experiment #2: Detection of Errors Seeded by the Human Test Subjects
The process of inserting errors into the system by objective human test subjects is the main body of evidence for this paper. In this experiment, 80 errors were inserted into the system by seven test subjects. These are in addition to the 20 errors of Experiment 1.
1) Experiment #2-Experimental Setup:
Errors were secretly inserted by seven test subjects. The type and number of errors inserted by each test subject were determined by the test subjects themselves. A copy of the validated base version of the housing assignment KBS code was given to each test subject. The test subjects were students at the University of Central Florida, and each was given a color code: 1) red: Ph.D. student in computer engineering; 2) yellow: Ph.D. student in computer engineering; 3) blue: Ph.D. student in computer engineering; 4) white: Ph.D. student in computer engineering; 5) orange: undergraduate student in computer science; 6) brown: undergraduate student in electrical engineering; 7) gray: undergraduate student in computer engineering. A textual description of the KBS system was provided to each of the subjects and they were given a short presentation by the developer on how the housing assignment KBS operates. They were shown the screens, the classes, and the knowledge base. Then, they were asked to privately, and on their own schedule, insert errors into the KBS code, based on the following guidelines.
1) Errors could be inserted anywhere in the system. 2) Errors inserted could be anything from inconsistent logic, invalid information, or any modification to the system that makes it not representative of the real-world system. 3) The test subject can modify certain access rules to make them perform in a wrong fashion. 4) The test subject can modify the priority calculator to make them perform in a wrong fashion.
These guidelines were defined and communicated to the test subjects by the developer prior to the insertion process to ensure their understanding of the experimental procedure described hereinafter.
2) Experiment #2-Procedure: Upon receipt of their personal copies of the base housing application test-bed KBS, the test subjects were given a few days to perform the insertion. These errors were inserted by the test subjects using the Java Eclipse platform. Each test subject inserted the errors in their copy of the system. Upon completion of the insertions, each test subject wrote a report describing her/his inserted errors and sent these directly to a third party. This third party withheld these results from the developer until the latter attempted to validate the seven "tainted" copies of the KBS with MAVERICK. Upon completion of the validation process with MAVERICK, the developer created a table of correct and incorrect test cases reflecting the detected errors. The test-subject-inserted errors were then shared by the third party with the developer, who correlated each error with the incorrect test cases to determine which errors were detected and which were not. A report was written by the developer to identify the detected errors.
D. Discussion of Experimental Results
The 100 errors inserted as part of Experiments #1 and #2 are categorized as follows: 1) errors that dealt with the users of the system and their access rules and roles-6; 2) errors that manipulate the knowledge-50; 3) errors in the interface of the system and the code-19; 4) errors related to the CommonKADS models-8; 5) syntax errors-9; 6) verification errors-8.
The results show that MAVERICK correctly detected 60 out of 80 errors by the test subjects in Experiment #2 and 18 out of 20 errors by the developer in Experiment #1, for a total of 78 out of 100 (78%).
Upon closer inspection of the 22 undetected errors, 17 of them could be arguably considered to have been outside the scope of MAVERICK's validation mission and therefore labeled "illegitimate." These are listed under items 5 (syntax) and 6 (verification). Table II depicts the results for each test subject, breaking out the legitimate from the illegitimate errors. Modifying the contents of the knowledge base is an example of a legitimate error. We discuss legitimate and illegitimate errors next to justify our classification of these errors.
1) Legitimate Errors:
Apart from the two legitimate undetected errors (presented earlier) inserted by the researcher, there were: 1) error #7 (red): changed an AND to an OR in a rule; 2) error #2 (blue): a >= sign was changed to >. 3) error #4 (yellow): a misplaced function call.
MAVERICK should have detected these three errors. MAV-ERICK concentrated on the more important parts of the KBS and overlooked these errors. 2) Illegitimate Errors: Syntax errors are those that were inserted that would create a runtime or a compilation error when the KBS was executed. These were strictly syntactical errors in the code, with which the KBS would not simply execute or would abort execution if discovered during runtime. These were not considered detectable via validation. One would expect that such errors would be discovered by the developer in the normal course of KBS system development.
Verification errors violate the specification or involve the inconsistency or the incompleteness of the knowledge base. We assert that these errors should be detected in the verification phase of V&V. Verification of the system is outside the scope of MAVERICK. Some test subjects did not have a clear understanding of the difference between validation and verification, and inserted defects that a verification process should have discovered.
Verification errors were so labeled based on the following verification definition: "Verification is the process of ensuring that the intelligent system conforms to specifications, and its knowledge base is consistent and complete within itself." [31] . The following list discusses the reasoning behind this categorization for every illegitimate undetected error. We begin with syntax errors and then continue with verification errors. The name of the test subject who inserted the error is within parenthesis. The number 50 is used to represent an empty cell in the array. This is a coding style used to prevent null values in arrays and lists. The test subject inserted 49 instead of 50 in the array, which, while not preferable, is not actually an error. 7) Syntax error (Yellow): This error is similar to the previous one. This time, the test subject inserted 4 instead of 50 in the array, which is also not a real error. 8) Syntax error (Gray): Consists of adding a statement to the code that does not affect the operation of the KBS. It is not relevant to the flow of the system and is unreachable. This error, therefore, is considered a syntax error. 9) Syntax error (Gray): Proposed starting a loop at 1 and not 0. This would not let the "while loop" check for the first item in the array and therefore skip the first applicant's information. However, this error does not affect the KB or the validity of the system but only the loop itself, and therefore is a syntax error. 10) Verification error (Orange): Removes an "if statement" that controls the value "family." This is a violation of the specification that states that the number of family members might be 1 or more. This error assumes that the number of family member is always 1-a verification error. 11) Verification error (Red): An "if statement" was set to true, which results in a true outcome every time it is checked. The "if statement" affects the logic of the program and its flow. By having this error, the "false" case of the "if statement" does not exist anymore, resulting in incompleteness. 12) Verification error (Blue): The variable "ggg" represents the age categories of the applicant in the housing KBS. The specifications call for four categories of ages in the KBS. In this error, the first category is deleted, resulting in a specification violation. 13) Verification error (Yellow): In the specifications, applicant income is used to calculate the rent that the applicant can pay. This value is compared to the rent, not the "rent % income" as the error presented. This results in violation of the specifications. 14) Verification error (White): Modifies a variable passed to a method that controls the list of applicants. This list starts with 1 and all of its contents should be checked. If it is checked starting from 2, as the error does, the process will be. 15) Verification error (White): Changed the initial value assigned to a Boolean number/controller of the main class from "true" to "false." This error results in an inconsistent outcome in the execution of the class; hence, it causes inconsistency with the specifications regarding the applicants' assignment process. 16) Verification error (White): This error is contrary to the previous one. The test subject changed a "false" to "true" in an initial Boolean value of the main class. This has the same effect of the previous error. 17) Verification error (Brown): Eliminates a rule from the rule base in class KB.java. This is an example of what is presented in the verification definition introduced:
The knowledge base needs to be complete within itself. Eliminating a rule violates completeness-a verification error.
Syntax errors were easy to detect. Verification errors, however, were more difficult to detect because MAVERICK does not look for them. These errors could conceivably be detected if a verification process performed prior to validation was incorporated into MAVERICK. This verification process would check for inconsistency and incompleteness and would compare the system against its specifications. If this had been done, the verification errors would have likely been detected.
If the illegitimate errors are included, the total rate of success for MAVERICK is (100 − 22)/100 = 78%. However, if only the "legitimate" errors are considered, its rate of success is alternatively calculated to be 78/(100 − 17) ≈ 94%. The 94% rate of success is put forth as the official result of the evaluation of MAVERICK, as one would expect that only a verified system should be presented for validation. MAVERICK is strictly a validation method, and it is not appropriate to include all the different errors in the knowledge that should be detected through other prior means. For the sake of comparison, the housing system was validated using other two methods: 1-VIVA: a lifecycle independent validation method is based on establishing a relation between the KM, the design, and the code/KB without using a lifecycle and 2-EMBODY [32] : validates the system by embedding knowledge validation into the knowledge acquisition process. EMBODY uses a graphical representation (flowcharts) of the knowledge for validation. Comparing MAVERICK against these two disparate validation methods was reduced to a mostly qualitative comparison, and only quantitative in terms of time consumed. MAVERICK consumed 93 h to validate the housing application, less validation time than VIVA (104 h) and less than EMBODY (102 h). Detailed results are found in [30] .
V. CONCLUSION
The work presented in this paper addresses the lack of KBS validation methods within a lifecycle. We introduce a novel method (MAVERICK) that integrates the validation process within an incremental lifecycle model (CommonKADS). We have presented the steps of MAVERICK, with the associated experiments and results using the housing application. While our evaluation does not prove the extensibility of our work to other systems, this application is quite typical of KBS in practical use today. One advantage of using this application is that the CommonKADS models were built and published in the CommonKADS book, thus allowing us to make use of a publicly available benchmark system with no unintended biases. Errors were seeded by the developer and seven human test subjects into the application. MAVERICK was successful in discovering 94% of the errors. To improve on MAVERICK, we intend to incorporate a verification method into it, test it with more applications from different domains, automate its manual parts, and proceed toward automated refinement of KBS through MAVERICK. Further future directions are found in [30] .
